
Walking Black in the World: Reclaiming Agency Through Jokes
Ain’t Misbehavin’ is a unique celebration of Black culture. The show contains 
an arrangement of songs that celebrates Fats Waller’s immeasurable talent 
and goes beyond that to explore what walking Black in the world means to 
all its characters. Ain’t Misbehavin’ focuses on illustrating the toll of what 
wearing a performative mask does to Black people as they walk in the world.

Subversion Through Jokes
In 1926 Fats Waller was kidnapped in Chicago. While Waller was coming 
out of a performance, four goons attacked him and took him to Al Capone’s 
Hawthorne Inn. Once inside the infamous hotel, his kidnappers held a gun 
to his back and marched him to the piano. Waller soon realized he was a 
surprise “guest” at the party. He began playing for the night and according 
to a later record from his son, was rewarded handsomely for it.
With a reported $100 dollar tip per song and as much alcohol and food as 
he wanted, Waller was stuck inside this gathering for three days. Sleeping 
at the piano between lulls in the music, Waller struck back at his captors by 
changing up the lyrics to the songs he played. He hid his jabs at his captors 
through riffs in the lyrics of the songs he was famous for. Through his light-
hearted delivery, he was able to speak truth and criticism of those around 
him without fear of retaliation.
Waller’s double-edged lyrics are one of the reasons he was a master of 
subversion, and one of the reasons his music remains so timeless. By using 
the structure of a joke to speak the truth in an otherwise unfriendly context, 
Waller expertly teaches us all the power of subversion.

African Masquerade Tradition
African Masquerades are a historic piece of Black culture that informs much 
of storytelling today.
Masks are used in traditional storytelling from all over the continent, 
from Mali to Senegal to Mozambique and far in between. In many African 
traditions, the storyteller wearing the mask will be dubbed the masker and 
is said to undergo a physical and spiritual transformation while wearing the 
mask. Some traditions go as far as to say the masker gives up their own 
identity while wearing the mask and is subsumed by the spirit of the person 
or animal the mask they put on while others imagine that the performer is 
both things at once, themselves and what or who they play.
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The idea of the mask and the duality of its nature is found in other schools 
of Black thought around storytelling and being as well. Famous examples of 
this layered existence include W.E.B. DuBois’ double consciousness, Henry 
Louis Gates’ signifying, and their descendent idea, code-switching. Double 
consciousness itself can be described as an inward twoness — the idea that 
a marginalized person must always be performing as both themselves and 
how their oppressors want them to behave.

Survival Instinct
This idea of how upholding this duality can affect the Black body has been 
explored in art and literature for many years, and in therapist Resmaa 
Menakem’s book My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized Trauma and the 
Pathway to Mending Our Hearts and Bodies. In the book, Menakem asserts 
that this need to perform double consciousness has caused physical harm 
to those Black Americans who perform it, as well as their oppressors. 
Much like other explorations of masking, My Grandmother’s Hands asks 
readers to interrogate the ways in which White Supremacy and the double 
consciousness still present in the world today affects us all.
Fats Waller’s life ended at age 39. While decadence certainly played a role, 
how did the performance of two identities at all times affect him? What 
does it mean to be living two lives in one body?
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